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INTRODUCTION 
This note describes the K-fundamental class of certain complex manifolds in 
terms of a suitable basis for Kc, (-). We use the K-theory Thorn-class of 
Atiyah to orient complex vectorbundles in K-cohomology, and this Thorn-class 
determines the K-fundamental class of a complex manifold. We first consider 
complex quadrics QZ4 = SO(2q + 2)/SO(2) x SO(2q) for q > 1. The compu- 
tations are based on the methods and results of Borel-Hirzebruch [4] and 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch 121. We next study a special manifold, carrying two distinct 
complex structures, as pointed out in [4]. The computations here are somewhat 
tedious, but we indicate the principal results. 
5 1. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE QUADRIC SO(2q+2)/SO(2) x SO(2q) 
The complex quadric SO(2.q + 2)/SO(2) x SO(2q) = Qzg (q > 1) may be 
identified with the subspace of the complex (2q+ 1)-dimensional projective 
space P2qi ’ defined be the equation 
z;+zT+...+z;q+l=o. 
Let <’ be the line bundle on P 2qf1 determined by this non-singular divisor. 
Then <‘lQ2q is the normal bundle of the imbedding of Q2, in P2q+ ‘. Denoting 
by < the hyperplane bundle over P2q+ ’ (= dual of universal line bundle) we 
have that 
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Letting TQ (rP) denote the (complex) tangent bundles of Q2,(Pzq”) and 
recalling that 
we obtain the formula 
(1) @&@&?=(%+2)tlQ. 
The space Qzq can be represented also as a quotient: 
Qzq = Spin (2q + 2)/Gzq 
where GZq= rc-‘@O(2) x SO(2q)), II being the projection Spin (2q+ 2)-, 
-+SO(2q + 2). Let T’ be the standard maximal torus of SO(2) x SO(2q); it gives 
us a basis {y,x,, . . . . xq} for H’(T’; 2). Let T= n-‘(T’). T is a maximal torus of 
Gzq. Since n*:H1(T’;Z)-+H1(T;Z) is injective we obtain elements y,xl, . . ..xq 
in H’( T, 2). By negative transgression these elements are regarded as elements 
of H2(Spin (2q+ 2)/T,Z). Results of A. Bore1 [3] imply that H*(Q2q; Q) is 
multiplicatively generated by y and x1, . . . , x4, elements of H*(Q2,; Z), which is 
a subring of H*(Spin (2q+2)/T,Z). There are the following relations 
(2) YXl, *--, x4=0; (1 +$)...(l +$)(l +y2)= 1. 
There is a map a:RU(G,,)+K((2,,) obtained by associating to a represen- 
tation e of G2q the vectorbundle a(e) over Q2q constructed from the principal 
Gzq-bundle Spin (2q+2)-+Q24 and e. There is an element 17 ERU(G~~) such 
that 
(3) &(a&)) =y + terms of higher degree. 
In fact a(q) = r - 1 in K”(Q2,). According to Atiyah-Hirzebruch [2] there are 
elements el, e2 in RU(G,,) such that 
(4) ch(a(el)-a(@z))=x,,...,x, 
(5) ch(a(~~) + a(@,)) = 2q+ l/(1 + eeY). 
Write 
(6) 2qf1/(1+emy)=2 ‘i’ 2q-k-1(1-e-y)k+(1-e-y)q+R. 
k=O 
Now ch(a(@) = eey - 1, hence 
(1 -e-y)k=(- l)kch a(q)+. 
Set u = a(q) = 4 - 1 in K’(Q%). Define u, w in K”(Q2q) by 
q-1 
u=a(&)- c (-l)k2q-k-ltik 
k=O 
q-1 
w=a(&g- c (- l)k2q-k-‘& 
k=O 
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Then 
(7) Ch(u)=+{X1, . . . . x,+(1 -e-Y)q+R) 
@I ch(w)=~{ -X1, . ..) x,+(1 -e-Y)q+R}. 
The beginning terms are + +x1, . . . , xq + +yq. It follows that z = +x1, . . . , xq + +yq 
and z’= --+x1, . . . . xq + +yq are in N2Q(Qzq; Z). 
According to Borel-Hirzebruch [4] the element y2Q is divisible by 2 in 
H4q(Qzq; Z), and Y~~[Q] = 2, where [Q] E IYT~~(Q~~; Z) is the fundamental class. 
Using this fact and Poincare duality, one sees that (see [2]): 
(9 (LY, . . ..Y4Z.YZ, . . ..rq4 
constitutes a basis for the free abelian group H*(Q2q;Z). Since 
ch u’ = y’+ higher terms 
ch u’u = y”z + higher terms 
the Corollary 2.5 of [2] shows that 
(10) {l,u )...) uq,u,uu )..., 28%) 
constitutes a basis for the free abelian group K’(Q2,). 
0 2. THE K-ORIENTATION OF THE QUADRIC 
We shall use the K-orientation of complex vectorbundles determined by the 
Thorn-class constructed by Atiyah. More precisely we have the following. Let 
c be a complex vectorbundle over X, and A4([) the Thorn-space of [. Then to 
each < there is associated a Thorn-class tr EK’(M([)) characterized by the 
following properties: 
i) Naturality 
ii) tier = tc. trr 
iii) For the universal bundle A over BU(1) one has tn = 2 - 1 (MU(l) -BLT(l)). 
Let 
a-)= ii (1 +xj1, 
j=l 
and let 
@:Jf*(X;Q)+H*W(O;Q) 
be the Thorn isomorphism in cohomology. Then 
#-‘c.(t+ n eXI-l* 
i Xj 
Now let L be a compact almost complex manifold, r its tangent bundle, 
considered as a complex vector bundle. Choosing an imbedding in some 
Euclidean space, we obtain a complex normal bundle v. With the aid of a 
tubular neighborhood one obtains a map 
p : s2N-d4(v). 
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Let I E K0(S2N) be the standard generator, and let 
@*:K”(L)+Ko(M(v)) 
be the Thorn isomorphisms in K-theory. The element pL E Ko(L) defined by 
is called the K-fundamental class of L. 
We seek to determine ,uQ for the complex quadric Q = Q2*. For this purpose 
first observe that Q has no torsion and its odd-dimensional homology groups 
vanish. Therefore the A-H spectral sequence converging to K,(Q) collapses, 
and so Ko(Q) is free abelian. By a theorem of Adams [l], Ko(Q) may be 
identified with Horn (K’(Q), 2). It follows that pQ is completely determined by 
the numbers 
(d,pQ) and (dv,~Q), r=O ,..., q. 
Now for any element WE K’(Q) the number (w,,uQ> is given by (Stong 161): 
(w&Q> =ch w- p(Q) IQ1 
where 
y(Q)= 7 & if c(rQ)= fl (1 +xj). 
i 
The considerations of Q 1 allow us to put: 
We first calculate (d,pQ): 
(u’,,uQ> = (ey - 1)‘. 
coefficient of y2q in 
e2Y- 1 .- 
2y [Ql= 
we now calculate ( dv, pQ> : 
ch(u’v)=(eY- l)‘{+xr, . . ..x.++(l -e-Y)q++R}. 
But 
2q+2 
$x1, . . . . xq(eY-- l)r.(eT- 1)2q e2y- 1 .- 2y [Q] =O, since yxr, . . ..x4=0. 
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so 
ch(u’o) Y(Q) [Q] =(eY- l)‘(+(l -e-Y)q++R) Y(Q) IQ] = 
(eY- 1)’ ‘i’ 2qpk-‘(l -e-Y)k 
k=O 
YQ) [Ql. 
Now 
(eY- 1)’ y2q+2 eZY- 1 -. 
l+emY (eY-l)2q+2 * - [Q] = coefficient of y2q in 2~ 
y2q+‘(e2y-1) 1 4; e2y-1 
(1 +e-Y)($- l)2q+2-r=G (1 +e-Y)(eY- l)2q+2-r dy= 
s+l s(s+2) ds 1 
=- $ 
ds 
-=o. s+2 s2q+2-r s+l 2ni s2q+l-r 
It follows that 
ch(urv) yQ) [ Q ]  = _ ‘i’ 24-k- 1 6+ ‘)‘(l -e-y)kte2y- ‘)y2’+’ 
k=O 2. (ey - 1p+2 
But 
(1 - e-Y)k(e2Y- l)y24+ I 
2(&J- p+2-' IQ1 = 
co&fficient of y2q in C1 -e-Y)k(e2Y - llY2’+ ’ = 
($- 1)%+2-r 
is 
(1 -e-Y)k(e2Y- 1) dy=L ~ (s + 2)ds 
(eY- 1)%+2-r 27ci (s+ 1) k+lS2q+l-r-k= 
(-1)“k+f2q-;-1)+(-~)~+k.~.(2~;r). 
Hence 
WU,UQ) =(- 1)’ 1 (- 1)k 24-k-l 1;; [ (2q-;-‘)-2wf2q;r)]a 
Our results may be summarized in the 
THEOREM. The complex quadric Q2q = SO(2q + 2)/SO(2) x SO(2q)has 
K”(Q2,) free abelian with a basis 11, U, . . . . uq, o, UU, . . . , u%) where U, u are the 
elements described in 0 1. In terms of this basis the K-fundamental class ,ue of 
Q2q is completely determined by the K-theoretic characteristic numbers 
<u’, ,!.dQ> and (u’v,pQ ), for r= 0, . . . , q. These numbers are given by: 
(h&Q)=(-1)’ c (-l)k 2q-k-1 ,“r: [ (2q-~-1)-2q-k(2q~r)1. 
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0 3. A SPECIAL MANIFOLD 
In their paper [4] Bore1 and Hirzebruch have given an example of a compact 
homogeneous manifold which carries at least two invariant complex structures 
which are not equivalent under a differential homeomorphism. We propose to 
study the K-fundamental class of each complex structure. The manifold in 
question is the homogeneous space X= U(4)/U(2) x U(1) x U(1) where the 
subgroup is embedded in the standard fashion. With respect to the standard 
maximal torus, the roots of U(4) are +- (xi -Xj), (1 I i<js 4), and those of 
U(2) x U(I) x U(1) are k (x1 -x2). Let yi (resp. YZ) be the ordering defined be 
x,>x,>x,>x,>O (resp. x,>x,>xs>x,>O). Then the set v/t (resp. I,FJ 
formed by x4-x1, x4-x2, x4-x3, ~1 -x3, x2-x3 (resp. ~1 -x3, ~1 -x4, x2-x3, 
x2 -x4, x3 -x4) is the root system of an invariant complex structure 97, (resp. 
‘Z2). Let us denote by X1 (resp. X2) the two complex manifolds so obtained. 
We describe the cohomology of X, following Bore1 [3]. 
The cohomology-ring is generated by two elements x3, x4 of degree 2, 
satisfying the following relations: 
r x;+x3x~+x:x4+x~=o 
(*) 1 
x:x4 +x:x; +x3x; = 0 
x:=x;=0 
I x:x: +x:x; = 0. 
An additive basis for the integral cohomology is given by 
(1,x 37 x 49 x2 31 x 3 x 47 x2 49 x3 37 x2x 3 47 x 3 x2 49 x3x 3 49 x2x2 3 49 x2x3}. 3 4 
There are bundles el (resp. e2) such that ch(@r) = ex3 (resp. ex4). Let U, u in 
K’(X) be given by u=@r- 1, o=e2- 1. Then 
(**I { 1, u, 0, u”, uv, v2, u3, &I, 219, usu, u”u”, u2v3 > 
constitutes an additive base for K’(X). 
We shall describe the K-fundamental class pj of Xi (i = 1,2) in terms of this 
basis. 
A somewhat tedious computation yields the following formulae for the 
Chern-classes: 
c(x1) = 1 + (- 3x3 + 3x4) + (3x; + 3x; - 10X3X4) + 
c(X,) = 1 + ( - 3x3 - 5x4) + (3x; + 11x; + 14X3X4) + 
(14x: + 2xtx4 - 1 2x3x?) + ( - 24x:x4 - 6xtxi) + ( - 12x~x~). 
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One thus has 
x:x; [Xl ] = 1 
x:x; [X2] = - 1. 
Using the formulae given in Hirzebruch [5] one has the following expression for 
S“(Y), Y a 5-dimensional complex manifold, ci= q(Y): 
y Y) = 1 - $ct + k(cf + c2) - &Cl c, + 
A( - c4 + ClC3 + 3c; + 4cfc2 - c;‘) + 
&&,c4-cg3 -3c,c;+ &). 
The K-fundamental class ,LL~ (resp. ,& is fully determined by the numbers ch W. 
9(X,) [XI] (resp. ch W. 9(X,) [Xz]) where w runs through the elements the 
basis (**) of K’(X). The final result is given in the 
PROPOSITION. The K-fundamental classes ~1~ en ,IA~ are determined by the 
following table: 
1 u V u2 02 uv u3 IA Ilo2 IL% lA2 IA3 
Ul -1 -3 1 -3 -1 3 -1 3 -3 1 -3 1 
u2 -1 1 -3 5 -3 -3 3 3 -5 3 -1 -1 
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